
SeekOut Recruit
Quickly and intelligently discover the most qualified and hard-to-find 
candidates with SeekOut’s recruiting solutions.
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Meet the sourcing solution recruiters love. SeekOut Recruit makes it easy to create, 
diversify, and accelerate your talent pipelines. With millions of candidate profiles 
and specialized talent pools, SeekOut is the most trusted resource for diverse and 
hard-to-find talent.

Untapped talent for digital transformation

Gain access to 100s of millions of candidates from untapped technical and specialty talent pools 
including public profiles, GitHub, research papers and patents, employee referrals, company 
alumni, government clearances, healthcare licenses, candidates in your ATS, and more.

Best-in-industry talent search engine

Quickly and accurately search top talent using advanced techniques including direct search, 
custom Boolean, skills based Smart Matching, and over 300 Power Filters.

Diversity sourcing and unconscious bias

Easily create diverse slates with highly qualified female, Hispanic/Latinx, Black/African American, 
Asian, Native Hawaiian, LGBTQ+, and veteran candidates. Build an actionable recruiting strategy 
to meet your company’s diversity and inclusion goals.

Talent analytics for data-savvy recruiters

Deeply analyze talent pools and serve as a strategic advisor to the hiring managers and 
management within your business. 

Reliable contact-info and messaging: engage and hire

Successfully engage with qualified candidates and receive faster responses with verified contact 
information, personalized content, and automated drip campaigns.

Turn past candidates into new hires

Refresh and rediscover the candidates you’ve already seen in your ATS and search up-to-
date profiles using SeekOut Recruit. Hire faster and more effectively by leveraging your team’s 
network and connections.

Increase recruiter efficiency

Review resumes faster and spend more time on candidate engagement. SeekOut validates 
applicants for open roles based on their skills and experiences. Save hundreds of hours, increase 
fairness, and reduce bias in the hiring process.

Ready to build a more talented, diverse team?   
Get a demo to see how SeekOut provides customers a competitive edge in recruiting 
hard-to-find and diverse talent for Digital Transformation.

TRUSTED BY
SeekOut is trusted by 
companies based all over 
the world.
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